International Conference on  
**Challenges of Governance for Sustainable Development**

will be held **March 26-28, 2020** at Hammamet, **Tunisia**

The conference is intended to serve as a major international forum for the exchange of ideas. The conference will bring together leading academics with practitioners and policymakers to discuss recent research on a broad array of topics on **Governance & Sustainable Development**.

**Main Topics**
- Sustainable green finance and banking approach
- Banking and financial innovation
- Network governance and social mechanisms
- Solidarity and Social economy: concepts and challenges
- Social innovation
- Designing and evaluating sustainable logistics and transport systems
- Technology and innovation driving socio-economic growth
- Renewable Energy and the sustainable development
- Ecotourism and Sustainable Development

**Honorary Chair**
**Jalloul Ayed**, Former minister of finance – Tunisia

**General Chairs**
- **Fathi Abid**, University of Sfax – Tunisia
- **Rachid Chirqui**, Expert, Maroc
- **Mohamed Arouri**, University Côte d’Azur - France
- **Khaled Guesmi**, University of Ottawa - Canada

**Local Arrangement Chairs**
- **Dardouri Olfa**, University of Sfax – Tunisia
- **Bechir ben Khadda**, University of Tunis - Tunisia

**Publication Chairs**
- **Fatma chakroun**, University of Sfax – Tunisia
- **Aymen Ghédira**, University of Sousse – Tunisia

**Program Chairs**
- **Rihab Bedoui**, University of Sousse – Tunisia
- **Samih Zeheni**, Arizona State University- USA
- **Ahmed Ben Saida**, University of Sousse—Tunisia
- **Amani Kahloul**, University of Sousse—Tunisia

**Roundtable**
A round table will be held on the first day of the conference that will bring together industry and academia to allow a possible partnership between scientific research entities and industrial companies.

**Competition**
A Startup competition in partnership with engineering and business schools. It’s focused on early-stage projects and startups which use an advanced technology to solve an industrial, societal or environmental challenges.

**Important Dates** *(DEADLINE EXTENDED)*
- Full paper submission: December 30, 2019
- Full paper submission: January 31, 2020
- Notification of acceptance: February 15, 2020
- Submission of camera-ready: February 25, 2020
- Deadline for Registration: February 25, 2020

For further information write to: **contact@cgsd-conf.com**, Mobile: **+216 93 464 049**

[www.cgsd-conf.com](http://www.cgsd-conf.com)